
Feeling like a lazybones watching the athletes 

get their sweat on (no, couch-surfing isn’t a 

sport)? We quizzed two top trainers for insider 

tips on getting fitter, faster – call it your game 

plan for a medal-worthy body. Go! 

CYCLIST’S BUM
Perk uP or shrink down 
To pump up a flat posterior, start off 
the bike with slow, wide-leg squats 
while holding kettlebells down at your 
sides. “Work with heavy weights and 
slow movements,” instructs Jodi. 
Want to shrink down and tone up 
instead? “Lighten your weights 
and focus on a higher number of 
reps.” Set a goal to increase reps 
by 10 per cent each session. 

in or out? Nathan suggests 
hitting a spin class instead of outdoor 
cycling to guarantee a targeted 
toning session rather than a freestyle 
joy ride. “Unless you road cycle in 
an undulating environment, spin 
works you hard enough to get the 
best metabolic and cardiovascular 
response, equalling a much more 
effective fat burn.”

double time Doing weight 
training and spin on the same day 
will get your metabolism cranking 
on overtime and produce that 
enviable uplift and curve fast. “Try 
30 minutes of resistance training 
before spin class, working in your 
squats as well as deadlifts with 
weights,” suggests Jodi. u

‘Hit a spin 
class instead 
of outdoor 
cycling for 
a targeted toning 
session rather 
than a freestyle 
joy ride’

GAMES ON! 

GAME-ChANGING 
BOdY wArrIOrS

Jodi Winter 
Smashed Sydney 2000 
and Athens 2004 in 
rowing and is now a 
personal trainer (www.
fitnessavenue.com.au)

Nathan Heaney
Conditioning and 
strength coach 
for 2012 runners 
Kaila McKnight and 
Zoe Buckman 

Pert posterior? Cue 
a mix of resistance 

training and spin classes 
(er, heels not advised)
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hUrdLEr’S ABS
the Power centre Tight, 
race-worthy stomachs don’t happen 
by doing 100 crunches a day. In fact, 
trainers say it’s virtually impossible to 
just spot-train your mid-section. “For 
Olympians, a sculpted six-pack is also 
the result of everything else they’ve 
worked on,” says Jodi. “The whole 
package, including abs, will come 
together when you’ve decreased your 
overall body fat percentage.” Make like 
a hurdler and concentrate on agility 
and full-body strength workouts.  

the ‘hold it’ challenge 
Go harder on deep core training! Any 
disciplines that are “anti-movement” 
– such as Pilates planks, front 
bridges, side bridges and Swiss ball 
roll-ups – are key. “The muscles of 
the abdominals are designed to 
prevent rotation, so core work is 
actually all about keeping yourself 
hard as a rock,” explains Nathan. 
The fastest, more effective waist-
trimmer that also helps posture? 
“Aim to up your plank hold for 
15 seconds longer every time.”

quit the sit-uP Crunches 
may feel good for the muffin top,  
but experts warn that, as they 
strain shoulders and your neck, they 
actually promote a hunched-over 
slouch. “So many women with desk 
jobs already have poor posture so 
need to steer clear of sit-ups which 
just reinforce it,” says Nathan. 

wEIGhTLIfTEr- 
wOrThY BICEpS
the anti-madonna arms 
No girl wants man-cannons…but 
don’t be afraid to hit the weights. 
Experts say female Olympians who 
train at high-intensity don’t stack 
on beefy muscle mass – express 
toning and strength minus bulk 
is all about working with the 
right weight. “Don’t lift an overly 
heavy load – you want to be lifting 
just slightly over a manageable 
kilo weight,” says Jodi. “Then 
focus on increasing reps of bicep 
curls and raises each session.”

off-day toning The sports 
pro’s secret weapon for busting 
nana arms? Keep it up even on 
no-gym days. The best Sunday 
exercises you can do with no 
equipment necessary: use your 
own body weight. “Do your 
leaning push-ups – wide grip 
and narrow grip – against a coffee 
table,” directs Jodi. “And get 
training in the park – tricep dips 
using different-height benches are 
great for tightening wobble zones.”  

Pull it in line To prevent 
injury and to get longer, streamlined 
posture, add exercises that pull your 
shoulders into line and open up 
your back. “Try horizontal pulling 
exercises such as standing cable 
rows and bench presses at the 
gym,” instructs Nathan. “Always 
concentrate on squeezing your 
shoulderblades together.” n

“start WitH 3x20 squats aNd a 5-miNute 

Jog. repeat 3x. do tHis at least 3 times 

a Week. already a ruNNer? to up your 

aNte, try iNcreasiNg tHe distaNce 

of your ruN by 10% eacH Week”

fIELd-fIT LEGS
get committed “Endurance 
Olympians run up to 150km 
per week and train every day,” says 
Nathan. Performance machines! 
But for a non-pro to reach top-of-
their-game fitness and optimum 
tone, you just need to devote yourself 
to three or four serious sessions 
a week. Make them count! 

go outside Jodi points out 
that running on a flat treadmill is not 
only a limited calorie burner, but it 
can also cause damage to muscles. 
Hitting the street and building hills 
or stairs into your session gives you 
the varied muscle workout that 
fast-tracks fat loss, strength and 
definition in calves and hamstrings. 
“If you can only get to the gym, make 
sure you set your treadmill to a mode 
that incorporates sprints and both 
up/down hill settings,” she says. 

mix it uP A runner’s long, lean 
legs come from cross-training, not 
just pounding the pavement. Work 
in “explosive” exercises that are all 
about quick, dynamic movements 
that make muscles work rapidly. 
Try: quick step-ups, walking lunges 
and squat jumps after your run.

For legs as long 
as javelins, swap 
the treadmill for 

an outdoor track

Core muscles 
and power 

gaze engaged? 
Double check

Pump light for 
lovely lady arms 

(ball gown optional)
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